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The Giraffe Bottle™ Hands Free Drinking 
Bottle allows users with various abilities to 
stay hydrated. The system is designed to be 
flexible and easy to use. The Giraffe Bottle™ 
is a great solution for desks, wheelchairs, 
beds, tables, and more.

The Giraffe Bottle™ is compatible with our 
aluminum bottle cage, weighted desktop 
base, and a range of mounting solutions  
offered by MOGO Mounts.

BOTTLE
750ml/25oz Tritan Bottle. FDA compliant
BPA free plastic; it is not manufactured
with bisphenol A (BPA) or other bisphenol
compounds, such as bisphenol S (BPS)

LID WITH SEAL & CAP
FDA compliant polypropylene plastics
with silicone seal

NECK
FDA compliant material
acetal copolymer

DRINKING TUBE
BPA and phthalates free
FDA compliant

CHECK VALVE
FDA compliant polypropylene
with silicone seal

CLEANING BRUSH
Stainless steel with FDA compliant
nylon brush

Maximum Operating Temperature: 185°F / 85°C



Assembly Guide

To help reinsert the drinking tube into the neck, 
roll the neck assembly on a table to straighten 
the beads. Inserting the tube by feeding it from 
the bottom will make reassembly easier.

TI
PS

This drinking solution is designed to be
quickly disassembled for easy cleaning,  
travel, and routine part replacement.
It is recommended that you disassemble and clean 
prior to first use.

INITIAL ASSEMBLY:
1.) Screw the neck assembly onto the lid base.  
2.) Install the lid at the top of the bottle. 

FULL DISASSEMBLY:
1.) Lid unscrews from the bottle.
2.) The flexible neck assembly unscrews from the  

 spout of the lid.
3.) Uninstall the check valve from the drinking tube.
4.) Remove the drinking tube - straighten out
 the neck and pull tube out at one end.
5.) The lid seal can be removed and cleaned.

For assembly, reverse the disassembly procedure.

Neck length can be adjusted if necessary. Every 
plastic bead can be removed if enough force is 
applied. An assembly tool, available separately, 
can be used to assist in reassembling the neck. 
However, assembly is possible by hand.



Cleaning
Thoroughly wash after each use.

For best results, disassemble and place the
bottle, bottle lid, and lid seal in a dishwasher. 
Hand wash the drinking tube and check valve 
in a sink/container of warm soapy water. 
The neck assembly must be hand-washed 
independent of other components.

DISHWASHER
While all components are top-shelf dishwasher safe, it 
is recommended you only use the dishwasher for 
the bottle, bottle lid, and lid seal. Some detergents 
contain ingredients that may discolor or shorten the life 
of components. It is recommended to limit the use of 
detergents with bleach.

HAND-WASH

It is recommended that you hand-wash the drinking 
tube and check valve in a sink or container. For best 
results, submerge the drinking tube in soap and hot 
water and use the supplied cleaning brush. Rinse all 
components and leave to dry before use.

When cleaning the complete neck assembly, do not 
submerge in water. To clean, gently wipe the spout 
tip and threaded base with a damp cloth. Use the  
supplied cleaning brush to gently scrub the inlets of 
both ends and wipe dry.

Additional cleaning of the neck assembly
may be required periodically, depending on
the user. However, due to difficulty in reassembly, 
we do not recommend complete disassembly for 
reasons other than thorough, deep cleanings.



 NECK ASSEMBLY EVERY 8 MONTHS

Replacement Schedule

Alternate Uses

Following regular, daily cleaning, it is still 
recommended that integral parts of the 
Giraffe Bottle™ Hands Free Drinking System 
be replaced periodically to maintain optimal 
bottle hygiene and usability.

REPLACEMENT PART SCHEDULE
The components that require routine replacement 
are detailed below. You should replace each part in 
accordance with the replacement schedule to achieve 
the best experience with the Giraffe Bottle™ Hands 
Free Drinking System. The schedule reflects daily use  
accompanied by routine cleanings.

 DRINKING TUBE MONTHLY

 CHECK VALVE MONTHLY

 CLEANING BRUSH EVERY 3 MONTHS

Your neck assembly replacement schedule will vary 
depending on the length configuration of your neck 
and your ability to keep the whole assembly clean. 
We recommend replacing the neck, on average, 
every 8 months. If your bottle has a longer neck, it 
might require replacement more frequently for  
bottle hygiene and function.

More info at
GiraffeBottle.com

The Giraffe Bottle™ Hands Free Drinking
System was designed for those
with assistive needs.

However, your Giraffe Bottle
can be used as a direct-drink
hydration bottle. No matter
your needs, Giraffe Bottle has
“exactly what Gir-after”. 
Nondescript orange fluid
not included.



Accessories / Parts

DRINKING TUBE
Replacement drinking tube.
#504512 24” tube for 15” neck
#504514 36” tube for 25” neck
#504515 41” tube for 30” neck
#504516 45” tube for 36” neck

CLEANING BRUSH
25” stainless steel stem
with nylon brush.
#504711

CHECK VALVE
Replacement check valve.
#504611

NECK ASSEMBLY
Flexible, plastic neck assembly.
Does not include drinking tube.
#504012 15” neck assembly
#504014 25” neck assembly
#504015 30” neck assembly
#504016 36” neck assembly

SUCTION BULB
Medical-grade suction bulb 
allows the fluid to be brought
to the end of the drinking tube.
#504711

DRINKING TUBE & 
CHECK VALVE 
Drinking tube with check valve 
for monthly replacement.
#504082 for 15” neck
#504084 for 25” neck
#504085 for 30” neck
#504086 for 36” neck

These parts should be replaced on a monthly basis; 
replacement schedule will vary depending on use.



TALL BOTTLE JACKET
Put a jacket on your giraffe to keep it 
warm or cool. 
#504053

BOTTLE
750ml/25oz Tritan Bottle with lid, cap, 
and seal. This part can be used as a 
replacement or as an additional bottle.
#504111

BOTTLE HOLDER
Aluminum bottle holder, clamp rotates 
horizontally & vertically.
#500311

DESKTOP BOTTLE HOLDER
Weighted base for holding bottles on 
a table, desk, or other flat surface. 
Includes a Bottle Jacket.
#500322



You can visit us online and browse our full 
catalog of Giraffe Bottle products. While all 
items can be ordered online, you can also 
submit your order by phone or email.

Recommendations

How to Order

 •  Clean after every use.
 •  Keep the bottle lower than the tip of the straw.
  If the bottle is higher than the tip of the straw it can  
  create a siphon effect. Once liquid begins to flow
  down, gravity causes it to continue flowing.
 • Do not microwave.
 • For best results, keep the neck as short as your  
  application will allow.
 • Not recommended for hot beverages such as
  coffee or hot chocolate; the bottle could become  
  too hot to touch.
 • Water and thin liquids work best.
 • The check valve does not work with carbonated
  beverages, drinks with pulp, or other thick liquids.
  Simply remove the check valve when enjoying
  these types of beverages.
 • With the attached cap, the adjustable neck and   
  drinking tube can easily be removed and the bottle  
  can be put into the refrigerator or exchanged with  
  another bottle.
 • If the drinking tube is too flexible at the end, try
  shortening the tube that extends past the neck.  
  However, it is recommended that you keep the   
  drinking tube extended beyond the neck; refrain
  from sipping on the end of the neck assembly.
 • Do not freeze check valve in liquid.
 • Do not turn the bottle over with the neck attached,  
  it will leak.

WWW.GIRAFFEBOTTLE.COM
SALES@GIRAFFEBOTTLE.COM

Product designed in the USA.
Manufactured with domestic and foreign components.

Information and specifications subject to change at any time without notice.
Giraffe Bottle is a registered trademark of Oak Hill Brands Corp.
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